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Abstract: Face tracking is one of the most challenging research topics in compu-
ter vision. This paper proposes a framework to track multiple faces in video
sequences automatically and presents an improved method based on feature
fusion and neural network for multiple faces tracking in a video. The proposed
method mainly includes three steps. At first, it is face detection, where an existing
method is used to detect the faces in the first frame. Second, faces tracking with
feature fusion. Given a video that has multiple faces, at first, all faces in the first
frame are detected correctly by using an existing method. Then the wavelet packet
transform coefficients and color features from the detected faces are extracted.
Furthermore, we design a backpropagation (BP) neural network for tracking the
occasional faces. At last, a particle filter is used to track the faces. The main con-
tributions are. Firstly, to improve face tracking accuracy, the Wavelet Packet
Transform coefficients combined with traditional color features are utilized in
the proposed method. It efficiently describes faces due to their discrimination
and simplicity. Secondly, to solve the problem in occasional face tracking, and
improved tracking method for robust occlusion tracking based on the BP neural
network (PFT_WPT_BP) is proposed. Experimental results have been shown that
our PFT_WPT_BP method can handle the occlusion effectively and achieve bet-
ter performance over other methods.
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1 Introduction

The problem of face tracking can be considered as finding an effective and robust way. It is based on
using the geometric dependence of facial features to combine the independent face detectors of various
facial features, and then get an accurate estimation of the position of each image’s facial features in the
video sequence [1]. Particle filter realizes recursive Bayesian filtering by the Nonparametric Monte Carlo
simulation method [2]. It can be applied to any nonlinear system which can be described by the state-
space model, and its accuracy can approach the optimal estimation. The Particle filter is simple and easy
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to implement and provides an effective method for the analysis of nonlinear dynamic systems [3,4]. It has
attracted extensive attention in the fields of target tracking, signal processing, and automatic control Bui
Quang et al. [5]. It approximates the posterior distribution through a set of weighted assumptions which
are called particles. During the tracker based on particle filter, there is a likelihood function that generates
a weight for each particle and the particles are distributed according to a tracking model. Then, the
particles are properly placed, weighted, and propagated. After calculating the posterior distribution of the
particles, the most likely position of a face can be estimate sequentially [6,7]. In many cases including
some complex backgrounds, particle filter achieves good performance and is used in more and more
applications [8]. Though particle filter has a good performance in target tracking, there still exist some
problems in face tracking. The common particle filter methods cannot handle an occlusion especially a
full occlusion [9,10]. Some tracking results with and without occlusions for particle filter are shown in
Fig. 1. The tracking performance becomes poor when a face occlusion occurs. The main reason is faces
are similar and the re-sampling would propagate the wrong random samples since the likelihood of those
occluded faces and lead to meaningless tracking. Therefore, dealing with occlusions is a crucial part of
multiple faces tracking.

This paper presents an occlusion robust tracking (PFT_WPT_BP) method for multiple faces tracking.
The three main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

–After detecting faces, wavelet packet decomposition is used to generate some frequency coefficients of
images. We separately use its higher and lower frequency coefficients of the reconstructed signal to
improve the faces tracking performance.

–We define a neural network for tracking the faces with occlusion. When faces tracking fails due to face-
occlusion, the neural network is used to predict the next step of the occlusion face/faces.

–Amethod based on particle filter and multiple feature fusion for faces tracking in the video is proposed.
The proposed method has good performance and is robust in multiple faces tracking.

2 Related Work

The particle filter algorithm is derived from the idea of Monte Carlo [11], which refers to the probability
of an event by its frequency. Therefore, in the process of filtering, where probability such as P(x) is needed,
variable x is sampled, and P(x) is approximately represented by a large number of samples and their
corresponding weights. Thus, with this idea, particle filter can deal with any form of probability in the
process of filtering, unlike Kalman filter [12], which can only deal with the probability of linear Gaussian
distribution. This is one of the advantages of a particle filter.

Some researchers use a histogram method of tracking face [13]. Nevertheless, this method has a
significant limitation, and many factors can affect the similarity of the two images, such as light, posture,

Figure 1: Examples of multiple faces tracking with and without occlusion
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face vertical or left-right angle deviation, and so on. As a result, the face tracking result sometimes is poor,
and it is hard to use in practical application. Reference [14] proposed a new face-tracking method which is
based on the Meanshift algorithm. In these methods, the face position of the current frame is updated
according to the histogram of the target in the previous frame and the image obtained in the current
frame. These methods are suitable for single target tracking, and the effect is charming. However, when
the non-target and target objects are occluded, it often leads to the temporary disappearance of the target
[15]. When the target reappears, it is often unable to track the target accurately. Therefore, the robustness
of the algorithm is reduced. Because color histograms are robust to partial occlusion, invariant to rotation
and scaling, and efficient in computation, they have many advantages in tracking nonrigid objects.
Reference [16] proposed a color-based particle filter for face tracking. In this method, Bhattacharyya
distance is used to compare the histogram of the target with the histogram of the sample position during
the particle filter tracking. When the noise of the dynamic system is minimal, or the variance of
observation noise is microscopic, the performance of the particle filter is terrible. In these cases, the
particle set quickly collapses to a point in state space. Reference [17] proposed a Kernel-based Particle
Filter for face tracking. The standard particle filter usually cannot produce the set of particles that capture
the “irregular” motion, which leads to the gradual drift of the estimated value and the loss of the target.
There are two difficulties in tracking different numbers of nonrigid objects: First, the observation model
and target distribution can be highly nonlinear and non-Gaussian. Secondly, the existence of a large
number of different objects will produce overlapping and fuzzy complex interactions [18,19]. A practical
method is to combine the hybrid particle filter with AdaBoost. The critical problem of the hybrid particle
filter is the selection of scheme distribution and the processing of objects leaving and entering the scene.
Reference [20] proposed a three-dimensional pose tracking method that mixes particle filter and
AdaBoost. The hybrid particle filter is very suitable for multi-target tracking because it assigns a hybrid
component to each player. The proposed distribution can be built by using a hybrid model that contains
information from each participant’s dynamic model and test assumptions generated by AdaBoost.

3 The Framework of Our Multiple Faces Tracking Approach

Given a face model, a state equation is defined as

xðtÞ ¼ f ðxðt � 1Þ; uðtÞ;wðtÞÞ
yðtÞ ¼ hðxðtÞ; eðtÞÞ

�
(1)

where xðtÞ is the state at time t, uðtÞ is the control quantity, wðtÞ and eðtÞ are the state noise and observation
noise respectively. The former equation describes the state transition, and the latter is the observation
equation. The framework of our multiple faces tracking approach is shown in Fig. 2.

For such faces tracking problems, particle filter filters out the real state xðtÞ from observation yðtÞ, and
xðt�1Þ, u(t) by following steps.

Prediction stage: Particle filter firstly generates a large number of samples according to the probability
distribution of xðt�1Þ, which are called particles. Then the distribution of these samples in the state space is
the probability distribution of xðt�1Þ. Well, then according to the state transfer equation and the control
quantity, we can get a prediction particle for each particle.

Correction stage: After the observation value y arrives, all particles are evaluated by using the
observation equation, i.e., conditional probability p(y|xi). To be frank, this conditional probability
represents the probability of obtaining the observation y when assuming the real state xðtÞ takes the ith
particle xi. Let this conditional probability be the weight of the i-th particle. In this way, if all particles
are evaluated, the more likely they are to get the particles observing y, the higher the weight of course.
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Resampling algorithm: Remove the particles with low-weight and copies the particles with high weight.
What we get is, of course, the real state xðtÞ we need, and these resampled particles represent the probability
distribution of the real state. In the next round of filtering, the resampled particle set is input into the state
transition equation, and the predicted particles can be obtained directly.

Since we know nothing about xð0Þ at first, we can think that xð0Þ is evenly distributed in the whole state
space. So the initial samples are distributed in the whole state space. Then all the samples are input into the
state transition equation to get the predicted particles. Then we evaluate the weights of all the predicted
particles. Of course, only some of the particles in the whole state space can get high weights. Finally,
resampling is carried out to remove the low weight, and the next round of filtering is reduced to the high
weight particles.

In our method, the state of a face at time t is denoted as st and its history is S = {s1; s2;…; st}. The basic
idea of the particle filter algorithm is to compute the posterior state-density at time t using process density and
observation density. Aiming to improve the sampling of the particle filter, we propose an improved algorithm
based on combining with Wavelet Packet Transform and HSV color feature.

4 Face Tracking Model with Wavelet Packet Transform and Color Feature Fusion

4.1 Face Feature Extraction Base on the Wavelet Packet Transform

The theory of Wavelet Packet Transform and feature extraction are introduced in this part. Wavelet
packet analysis is an extension of wavelet analysis and will decompose not only the approximate but also
the detail of the signal [21]. Wavelet packet decomposition provides the finer analysis as follows:

u2nðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p P
k2z gkðtÞunð2t � kÞ

u2nþ1ðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p P
k2z hkðtÞunð2t � kÞ

�
(2)

where gkðtÞ and hkðtÞ are a pair of complementary conjugate filters [22], t is a parameter in the time-domain,
k = 1,2,3…N. The result of the Wavelet Packet Transform is shown as a full decomposition tree, as depicted

Figure 2: The framework of multiple faces tracking algorithm using feature fusion
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in Fig. 3. A low (L) and high (H) pass filter is repeatedly applied to the signal S, followed by decimation by
Eq. (2), to produce a complete subband tree decomposition to some desired depth.

More face features are generated by wavelet packet decomposition and are used in face tracking. An
example of face image decomposition is shown in Fig. 4.

4.2 Face Tracking Model

In our work, the face model is defined as parameters set s ¼ ðFcolor;Fwp;RÞ, where R is a rectangle
represented by R ¼ ðCx;Cy;W ;HÞ, and ðCx;CyÞ is the center position, and W, H are the width and height
of the rectangle. We consider the face as a discrete-time 2-dimensional motion with constant velocity. The
state at time step k is denoted by sk, our face dynamics model are modeled as

xk ¼ Pxk�1 þ Qnk (3)

where P is the transition matrix, Q is the system noise matrix and nk is a Gaussian noise vector. This dynamic
model is used in the sampling step of particle filters. With an assumption that the object moves with constant
velocity, we can describe the motion in the following equations.

xkþ1 ¼ xk þ ðxk � xk�1Þ
ykþ1 ¼ yk þ ðyk � yk�1Þ

�
(4)

where xk, yk represent the center of the target region at time step k. From this, the state vector xðiÞk of the i-th
particle at time step k, the system matrices P and Q, and noise vectors nk are defined as Eqs. (5)–(7),
respectively.

xðiÞk ¼ ½xðiÞk ; yðiÞk ; xðiÞk�1; y
ðiÞ
k�1�T (5)

Figure 3: The wavelet packet decomposition tree

Figure 4: Four wavelet packet coefficient features
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P ¼
2 0 �1 0
0 2 0 �1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

2
664

3
775; Q ¼

1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

2
664

3
775 (6)

nðiÞk ¼ ½nðiÞxk ; nðiÞyk �T (7)

The observation process is performed to measure and weigh all the newly generated samples. The visual
observation is a process of visual information fusion including two sub-processes: The computation sample
weights wcolor, wwp based on color histogram features and wavelet packet features, respectively. To consider
timing issue, one- to four-level wavelet packet decomposition is used.

For the kth sample, we obtaine the weight wcolor
k through a Bhattacharyya similarity function [16] as

shown in Eq. (8), calculating the similarity between sample histogram features Fcolor
k and the reference

histogram features template Fcolor
ref .

wcolor
k ¼ expf�D2ðFcolor

k ;Fcolor
ref Þg (8)

where DðFcolor
k ;Fcolor

ref Þ ¼ ð1�Pm
i¼0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f colori;k � f colori;ref

q
Þ and m is the number of segments of the segmented color

space. Here, we use color space with 6 × 6 × 6 bins.

To compute the sample weight wwp based on the wavelet packet feature, the Euclidean distance between
the sample feature vector vwpk and the reference feature vector vwpref is employed in our system. The expression
of wwp is as follows:

wwp
k ¼ expf�EuðVwp

k ;Vwp
ref Þg (9)

where EuðVwp
k ;Vwp

ref Þ ¼ ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPd�1

i¼0
ðvwpi;k � vwpi;ref Þ2

s
Þ, d is the number of feature dimensions.

With two different visual cues, we obtain the final weight for the kth sample as:

wðzkt jskt Þ ¼ �colorw
color
k þ �wpw

wp
k (10)

where �color þ �wp ¼ 1, �color and �wp are the coefficient values the weights of color histogram features and
wavelet packet features, respectively. We can determine their values from experiences.

4.3 Multi-Face Tracking Algorithm Based on Particle Filter

Our multi-face tracking system consists of two parts: Automatic face detection and particle filter
tracking. In the tracking system, the boosted face detector which is introduced above achieves automatic
initializations when the system starts or when a tracking failure occurs. The face detection results are
used to update the reference face model. The updating criterion is confidence values that are less than a
threshold valued for M successive frames.

The proposed tracking algorithm includes four steps, as shown below.

1. Initialization:

i) Automatic face detection and n faces are detected.
ii) Initialize the K particles.

2. Particle filter tracking: Probability density propagation from fðsðkÞt�1; q
ðkÞ
t�1; c

ðkÞ
t�1Þg to fðsðkÞt ; qðkÞt ; cðkÞt Þg,

where qkt is the weights for the k th sample at time t, and ckt indicates the cumulative weights for the kthsample
at time t.
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For k = 1:K

For j = 1:n

(1) Sample selection, generate a sample set as follows

i) Generate a random number �j ∈ [0,1], uniformly distributed;
ii) Find, by binary subdivision, the smallest p for which cðjkÞt�1 � �j;
iii) Set s

0ðjkÞ
t ¼ sjpt�1.

(2) Prediction, obtain sðjkÞt with sðjkÞt ¼ Ps
0ðjkÞ
t þ Qnkt .

(3) Weight measurement

i) Calculate the color histogram feature according to Eq. (8).
ii) Calculate the wavelet packet decomposition feature according to Eq. (9).
iii) Calculate the sample weight according to Eq. (10).

End

End

3. For each face, normalize the sample set so that weight
P

k w
jk
t ¼ 1, and update them cðjkÞt � �j

as follows:

cðjkÞt ¼ cjðk�1Þ
t þ wjk

t ; c
jð0Þ
t ¼ 0

4. Estimate state parameters of the pointing gesture at time-step t:

ŝj ¼
XN
i¼1

wjðkÞ
t sjðkÞt =

XN
i¼1

wjðkÞ
t

5. If updating criteria are satisfied, go to Step 1; otherwise, go to Step 2.

5 Multiple Faces Tracking in Occlusions

An occlusion usually exists in multiple faces tracking and, it could cause a failure in the tracking of
multiple faces because two objects are of high similarity. In our study, an occlusion tracking method
combined with a neural network algorithm is proposed.

Take two faces as an example, if no faces are occluded, there are very few relationships between the
particles in different faces. The two faces can be tracked by using a traditional particle filter. When a
facial occlusion occurs, the particles in different faces will be occluded, as shown in Fig. 5. The
overlapped area will affect the tracking result, even causes tracking failure.

Figure 5: Illustration of face occlusion ((a) no occlusion, (b) a part occlusion, (c) complete occlusion)
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(1) Occlusion detection

During initializing, the face i is marked as a rectangular region Rk
i , which is shown as in Fig. 1, where k is

the frame, ai is the area of Rk
j .

The overlapped area between two faces in kth frame is defined as

Ak
ij ¼ aki \ akj ; i 6¼ j (11)

If
Ak
ij

minðaki ; akj Þ
> �, face-occlusion occurs, otherwise, there is no face-occlusion, where � is the threshold

value.

(2) The spatial position of overlapped area judgment

After the face-occlusion detecting, the spatial position of these faces must be judged. We can define the
likelihood between Ak

ij and the detected face i area based on their color histogram.

Lki ¼ q½Ak
ij;Qi� (12)

If Lki < Lkj i 6¼ j, face i is occluded in kth frame, otherwise face j is occluded in kth frame.

(3) Face tracking update

Define pki ðxki ; yki Þ as the center position of the rectangular region Rk
i , where k = 1, 2, 3…N. If face i is

occluded in mth frame, where m>24. pmi ðxmi ; ymi Þ is the center position of the rectangular region Rm
i . The BP

neural network training processing can be shown as in Fig. 6.

Define X ¼ fx1i ; x2i ; x3i…xm�1
i g, and Y ¼ fy1i ; y2i ; y3i…ym�1

i g, during the three-layer BP neural network,
X, Y are chosen as samples to train BP neural network. For example, input cells are

fxki ; xkþ1
i ; xkþ2

i ; xkþ3
i ; yki ; y

kþ1
i ; ykþ2

i ; ykþ3
i g, output cells are fxkþ4

i ; ykþ4
i g, where 0 < k < m−4. The tracker

position (xmi , y
m
i ) in mth frame can be estimated by BP neural network.

Choosing input nodes fxm�4
i ; xm�3

i ; xm�2
i ; xm�1

i ; ym�4
i ; ym�3

i ; ym�2
i ; ym�1

i g, BP neural network can get
output ðxm

i
; ymi Þ, and the position of the target face is updated with ðxm

i
; ymi Þ.

6 Experiment and Comparison

We experimented using video data sets downloaded from [20]. The experiments were implemented on a
Intel(R) Xeon(R) E31220 3.1 GHz CPU and 8192 MB RAM. The resolution of each frame was 720 ×
480 pixels per image. During our research, we do not focus on face detection, since many existing

Figure 6: BP neural network training
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methods can be used to detect faces [21,22]. Comparing with other methods, the method [22] performed well
and provided excellent results achieving a higher detection rate, and it was used in our face detection.

6.1 One Face Tracking Results

We have carried out some experiments to track one face with our proposed method PFT_WPT_BP, and
the particle filter number was 200. The color square showed the region of the tracked face. Fig. 7 showed the
experimental results of one face tracking (even numbers in frame 1 to 13) based on different methods with
Kalman Filter [12], Particle Filtering [10] and PFT_WPT_BP, where f is a label of the frame in the video.
And Fig. 8 showed the tracking results of one face tracking in frame 19 to 31. We can find that
satisfactory experimental results were achieved in three methods.

6.2 Multiple Faces Tracking Results

We have carried out some experiments to track multiple faces too, and the particle filter number was 200.
The colored square shows the region of the tracked face. Fig. 9 shows theexperimental results of three faces
tracked (frame 1 to 13) which provided satisfactory results.

Figure 7: One face tracking base on different methods (line 1 is based on Kalman Filter [12], line 2 is based
on particle filtering [10], line 3 is based on PFT_WPT_BP)

Figure 8: One face tracking base on different methods (line 1 is based on Kalman Filter, line 2 is based on
particle filtering, line 3 is based on PFT_WPT_BP)
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With face-occlusion (frame 20 to 37), we experimented using different tracking methods. The face of the
first person (blue cloth) occluded the face of the second person (black cloth) in frame 20 to 33. And Fig. 10
showsfaces tracking with occlusion based on different methods. We found that the faces tracking failed for
occluded faces based on Kalman Filter and Particle Filtering methods as indicated in Fig. 10 (line 1 and 2).
But our method could achieve acceptable results in Fig. 10 (line 3).

After several frames, the third person’s face (white cloth) occluded the second person’s face (black cloth)
at the beginning of the frame. We detected the faces again, and found that the faces tracking failed in face-
occlusion after frame 70. The results based on Kalman Filter and particle filtering is shown in Fig. 11 (lines
1 and 2). The occluded face was successfully tracked based on our method as shown in Fig. 11 (line 3). The
system successfully recovered the faces from occlusion. After the occlusion, each face was normally re-
sampled and the face appearances were updated again.

Figure 9: Multiple faces tracking in no-occlusion based on PFT_WPT_BP

Figure 10: Multiple faces tracking in occlusion based on different methods (line 1 is based on Kalman Filter,
line 2 is based on particle filtering, line 3 is based on PFT_WPT_BP)

Figure 11: Multiple faces tracking in occlusion based on different methods (line 1 is based on Kalman Filter,
line 2 is based on particle filtering, line 3 is based on PFT_WPT_BP)
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7 Conclusion

This paper presents an occlusion robust tracking method for multiple faces. Experimental results have
been shown that our PFT_WPT_BP method can handle the occlusion effectively and achieve better
performance than several previous methods. BP neural network is used to predict the occasional faces.
We assume that the occasional face would not miss a long time. If a face is missing for a long time, it is
difficult to track it, and we can find the face by face detection. The faces tracking in a more complex
environment will be researched in our future work.
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